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Our neighbours in The Rose Garden townhouse strata have a problem that can be solved with art. 
When entering their complex, the first thing people see is their pair of brown, rusted dumpsters. They 
approached me last spring wondering if our art students could design and execute art to transform them 
into something unique and beautiful; something that the residents and their guests would be proud of 
rather than embarrassed about. 
 

In this project, students will be introduced to the strata, its residents, and their problem. They will then 
explore design options and ideas for public beautification through local field trips and internet research. 
Students will work in pairs to develop designs to paint on the dumpsters and present them to the strata 
residents, who will then vote on their favourite one or two designs. In the weeks following, the students 
will work together to execute the paintings. The project will culminate with some kind of 
unveiling/delivery/celebration of the finished projects. 

The Launch 

1. Tour of UFV Campus to view the work that the UFV Public Art course has completed. 
Cobi Timmermans, an alumni who has participated in this course, will be our guide. 

2. Visit to the Strata to be introduced to the design challenge 

3. Layout of the project process, including the selection of working pairs. Students will 
complete a small profile of their strengths and weaknesses that are relevant to this 
project, and I will assign them a partner that complements them well. 

The Mission 
1. Devotion: “The Invitation of Beauty” from Daily Grace for Teens. “You’re drawn to beauty 

because it reflects the nature of the one who made it.” 

2. Beauty Hunt: as an introduction to the genre of Aesthetic Art, students will participate in a one 
hour activity in which they have to hunt through the school taking photos of things that abstract 
but beautiful due to the arrangement of lines, shapes, colours, values, patterns, etc.. Students will 
submit one or two of their best photos with a one sentence explanation of why they think it is 
beautiful (using elements and principles design language). I will print and place them in a “gallery” 
on the board to be voted on as a whole class (alternatively, have students from another class 
come in to vote). This introductory activity simulates the overall process of the project, reviews 
design principles and related vocabulary, and proves that even abstract designs can be 
objectively more or less successful.  

3. Aesthetic Moment Discussion – I will post the following question on a myLearning discussion 
board: “Every once in a while, we notice something that makes us stop and look because what 
we see is awesome and beautiful. It could be the simplest thing: noticing the way water beads up 
on a spider web, or how a misty morning is shrouded in greys and greens. Or it could be 
something unique and unusual, like standing on the edge of the Grand Canyon and feeling a 
sense of its immensity but also the immensity of time it took for the canyon to form. There is 
something in us that is hardwired to perceive and appreciate beauty; it's a part of being made in 
the image of God. Think of one time in your life that you can remember noticing something that 



touched that aesthetic part of who you are and describe it in a few sentences.” Students respond, 
read each other’s posts, and as a class we will discuss beauty, and if it is really in the eye of the 
beholder…or if there may, in fact, be such a thing as universal beauty.  

4. Art in Context: Students will be introduced to art from the past that filled the role of art for beauty 
(aestheticism/formalism) through an art history module. A brief teacher-led introduction is 
followed by independent study of the module over the course of a week and concluded with a 
short quiz. The goal of this module is providing context for the genre of art they will be working 
with, as well as expand their imagination about the possibilities for this project.  

5. Research: students will research individually into what other people have done for this kind of 
problem and share these ideas with small groups and then the whole class. 

6. Brainstorming: individually, students will generate 5-10 different ideas. These ideas will then be 
merged with their partner’s ideas…either as a top 3 collection, or mash-ups of their ideas.  

7. Protocol: working pairs will present their ideas to other pairs in a speed-dating protocol to 
highlight what ideas are working the best and have the broadest appeal.  

8. Draft: Pairs will select their best idea and produce a larger version of the concept on mdf panel. 

9. Protocol: a charette protocol will identify design problems and generate possible solutions. 

10. Revision and Model Making: pairs will revise designs based on protocol suggestion and 
produce a final 3D model of the dumpster in foamcore and a life size sample of the painting on 
mdf.  

11. Presentation: Models will be presented to the strata in an after-school meeting, probably hosted 
by us at the school. Strata members will cast their votes for their favourite design(s). 

12. Execution: Winning design(s) will be painted on the dumpsters, with the class divided into teams. 
The final designs, however, might change the production process; it’s possible that quality work 
may only be achievable by having a smaller subsection of the class doing the actual painting 
while others move on to the next unit. 

The Landing 
1. Presentation to the Strata: details are explained above. 

2. Presentation at POL Night: students will be involved with presenting this work to the school 
community at POL Night in December.  

3. Evaluation: student work will be evaluated after the individual brainstorming stage, and then 
again after the revision and model making stage and presentation. While they are working in pairs 
to make the model, individual evaluation will be made possible through a self and peer 
assessment to determine individual contribution to the group. The final product itself will not be 
evaluated, unless it ends up being assigned to an individual student to complete in lieu of 
whatever unit they will end up missing.  

4. Reflection: student response to the challenges and successes of the project will be gathered in a 
final written response. This will be designed to elicit insight into the power of working for a 
community and for a “client”. My hope is that it will generate some insightful quotes that can be 
used as part of the presentation at POL Night in December, as well as part of any future hallway 
displays of the project.  

5. Celebration: once the dumpsters are completed and delivered to the strata, we will arrange 
some type of visit to meet with some of the strata members, take pictures with the finished 
products on site, and maybe even incorporate some kind of unveiling or cake eating or whatever 
the students and/or the strata members want to do to celebrate. 


